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EX3: solenoid ON/OFF valve correct connection 
 

The EX3 electronic expansion valve provides precise refrigerant flow 
control and optimizes system superheat. EX3 is the ideal solution for 
supermarket cases and walk-in. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dear Customer, 
 
the EX3 is a stepper motor and a solenoid safety valve designed to control the HCFC gas flow with 
embedded in one body the step valve and the safe positive shut-off valve.  
Combined with XM678D v. 2.6 or higher (multiplexed case controller) and XEV22D v.1.5 or higher 
(stepper EEV driver), it is the ideal solution for applications such as retail showcases and cold 
rooms with multiple parallel evaporators. It maximizes energy saving and guarantees quality food 
storage.  
We need to remark you how to connect the Solenoid ON/OFF valve in relation with the 
different XM678D and XEV22D drivers. 
 
Please read carefully the following paragraphs to do not have any potential risk of failure. 
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1 VALVE STRUCTURE 
 
The valve is basically composed of: 

• Body valve with removable top part; 
• Step motor actuator to drive the valve pin to the right position; 
• Solenoid coil to close/open the safety valve. 

 
 
 

STEPPER-MOTOR DRIVEN 
PRECISE REFRIGERANT 

CONTROL 
 

- HIGH-ENERGY  
  EFFICIENCY 
- EXTREMELY LONG LIFE 

 

INTEGRATED SOLENOID FOR 
POSITIVE SHUT-OFF 

- NO BATTERY REQUIRED 
 
- FAILSAFE 

 

FULL TAKE-APART BODY 
DESIGN 

- VERSATILITY 
 
- FLEXIBILITY 
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2 WIRING DIAGRAMS for the INTEGRATED SOLENOID FOR 
POSITIVE SHUT-OFF  

 
The positive shut-off function eliminates the necessity of having a separate solenoid valve or any 
external energy storage device such as battery or super-cap boards.  
In order to use this particular function, there are two ways to connect the EX3 ON/OFF self save 
solenoid valve. 
 
If you do not know the version of the Dixell controller or if you are using a 
different driver, you must connect the solenoid valve to the same power 
supply of the driver. 
 
Pin connections: 
Pin 1.  Line  - Power supply 
Pin 2.  Neutral 
Pin 3.  Not Used 
Pin 4.  Ground 
 
 
VALVE controlled by XEV22D (all versions) or XM668D & XM678D models version earlier 
than 2.6. 

 
Direct connection to the main power supply, the same power supply of the transformer that 
supplies the driver or the controller. 
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VALVE controlled by XM668D & XM678D models version 2.6. and following. 
 

Connection to the selected relay output with fixing the parameter, oA1 or oA6 = E3r 
(solenoid coil of EX3).  

 
 
 

Any different setting of the oA1 or oA6 parameter WILL damage the 
solenoid valve  
 

 
PLUG-IN APPLICATION EXAMPLE  
 

 
 

DISTRIBUITED APPLICATION EXAMPLE 
 

  

oA1 = E3r 

oA6 = E3r 
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